BEYOND THE NEEDLE
FASHION SHOW INFORMATION SHEET

Name                                  Age (as of Jan 1)

Address                                 

Club                                  Exhibitor Number

Garment to be Modeled

I will be modeling in the following project:

Beyond the Needle (8-9)
Beyond the Needle (10-12)
Beyond the Needle (13 & over)

Fiber Content of Garment

Sketch or Picture of Garment

Total Cost of Garment (don't include accessories)

Please write a brief description (60 words or less) of your outfit on the back of this sheet. Here is a brief example for you to review.

Sally Smith is ready for her summer birthday party. She has chosen blue floral fabric for this summer shorts outfit. The 100% cotton fabric is light weight, easy to wash, and will keep her cool during summer days. Sally has chosen white tennis shoes and a white scrunchie to pull up her long hair, as accessories. Enjoy your party Sally.
Write a brief description (60 words or less) of your outfit as you would like it read at the Public Fashion Show. **Use your name**, not "I" or "my". (Include purpose selected and intended uses, care and special features). Also include your school, grade or hobbies for additional information, if needed. Try to print or type the description so that the narrators can easily read your script.